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Chapter 1 : The Accidental Billionaires - Wikipedia
The Social Network is a American biographical drama film directed by David Fincher and written by Aaron
calendrierdelascience.comd from Ben Mezrich's book The Accidental Billionaires: The Founding of Facebook, a Tale of
Sex, Money, Genius and Betrayal, the film portrays the founding of social networking website Facebook and the
resulting lawsuits.

The synopsis below may give away important plot points. Synopsis In October , Harvard University student
Mark Zuckerberg Jesse Eisenberg has the idea to create a website to rate the attractiveness of female Harvard
undergraduates after his girlfriend Erica Albright Rooney Mara breaks up with him. Over the course of a
single night, Mark hacks into the databases of various residence halls, downloads pictures and names of
female students and, using an algorithm for ranking chess players supplied by his best friend Eduardo Saverin
Andrew Garfield , he creates in a few hours a website called "FaceMash. As a result, he gains a job working
for the Winklevoss twins as the programmer of their website, Harvard Connection. Soon afterwards, Mark
approaches his friend Eduardo and tells him of his idea for what he calls "Thefacebook", an online social
networking website exclusive to Harvard University students. He explains this would let people share personal
and social information securely. When they learn of Thefacebook, the Winklevoss twins and Narendar believe
that Zuckerberg stole their idea while simultaneously stalling on their website. Cameron and Divya want to
sue Mark for intellectual property theft, but Tyler convinces them they can settle the matter as "Harvard
gentlemen" without resorting to the courts. She asks that the boys "Facebook us", which impresses both of
them. The girls invite them to a bar, where they have sex in the toilet. Stung by this, Mark decides to expand
the site to more schools. By the spring of , the Facebook grows in popularity, and it expands to other schools
in the Northeastern United States, while the Winklevoss twins and Narendra become angrier at seeing "their
idea" advance without them. Tyler refuses to sue them, instead accusing Mark of violating the Harvard student
Code of Conduct. When Christy, Mark and Eduardo meet Parker at a trendy Fusion restaurant in New York
City, Eduardo becomes skeptical of the eccentric Parker, noting his problematic personal and professional
history. Mark, however, is impressed with Parker since he presented a similar vision of Facebook. Although
no deals are reached, Parker suggests that they drop "The" from Thefacebook to make it simply "Facebook".
When Eduardo visits from New York, he is angered to find that Parker is living at the house and making
business decisions for Facebook. Upon returning, Christy and Eduardo argue about his Facebook profile,
which still lists him as "single". Christy accuses Eduardo of cheating on her and sets fire to a scarf he gave to
her as a gift. Meanwhile in England, while competing in the Henley Royal Regatta, the Winklevoss twins
become outraged that Facebook has expanded to a number of universities there and they finally decide to sue
Mark. He confronts his erstwhile friend Mark at his new Facebook office in downtown L. It is strongly
implied but never fully explained that Mark had anonymously tipped off the police to raid the frat house where
the party was held and probably had someone plant drugs at the party to intentionally have Parker and his
interns arrested to remove them from the Facebook company. The film ends with Mark sending a friend
request to his former girlfriend Erica on Facebook, and refreshing the page every few seconds waiting for a
response that never comes. They later went on to row in the Beijing Olympics and arrive at sixth place.
Therefore making Mark Zuckerberg the youngest self-made billionaire in the world.
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Chapter 2 : The Social Network Movie vs Facebook True Story - Mark Zuckerberg
Most book lovers share two things in common: (1) the love of a great book and (2) sharing that book with friends. From
book clubs to reading groups, social networking has always played a part in the avid reader's life.

Tweet How does Mark Zuckerberg feel about the Facebook movie and books? The movie is based on the
book. Our research into the real story behind the Facebook movie confirmed that in June , after completing his
sophomore year, Mark moved to Palo Alto, California and never returned to Harvard as a student. Was the
movie The Social Network filmed at Harvard? Mark almost became a millionaire in high school, years before
this cover. Did Mark really upload his high school project Synapse for free rather than selling it for over a
million dollars? The software looked at what music you enjoyed listening to and then suggested more music
that it thought you would like. Later, they decided to try to make a deal, but the offers were no longer the same
since their software was already readily available. After researching the Facebook true story, it was confirmed
that they resided in Suite H33 of the Kirkland House. Did Mark create a website called Facemash. Yes, and he
blogged about it. Luckily, one of his roommates, Billy Olson, said that they should compare classmates to
each other rather than to animals and only occasionally add in animals for amusement. Ultimately, Facemash
was created with no animals involved. Mark was put on probation by the Administrative Board and sent to see
a counselor. No other people involved were punished. It is this project that inspired Cameron and Tyler
Winklevoss to approach Zuckerberg for help with their Harvard Connection website idea. Overall, it reached
approximately students, logging 22, votes. Course Match was an application Mark Zuckerberg created for
Harvard students in the fall of The program allowed students to determine which classes they wanted to take
by informing them of who was already signed up for a particular class. You could also see a list of the classes
that an individual was taking. Does Mark Zuckerberg have a girlfriend? The founding of Facebook is
attributed to four individuals. Zuckerberg led with the overall idea and initial development of the site.
Zuckerberg right during his Harvard days with roommates and Facebook co-founders Dustin Moskovitz left
and Chris Hughes. Moskovitz was hired to help expand it to more campuses. He researched the schools and
made adjustments to the code so new students were able to register. Hughes was their spokesman and handled
interview requests. Eduardo Saverin provided the initial investment needed to launch the site and managed the
business side of the operation. On January 11, , Mark registered Thefacebook. It went live for Harvard
students on February 4, He is currently the lead designer on News Feed. Eric Fisher helped his cousin build
the web site OneUpMe. Columbia February 25th , Stanford February 26th and Yale February 29th were next
because they all had their own social networks; it was a test of sorts. Soon after the release of Facemash, the
Winklevoss twins and Divya Narendra approached Mark for help on their Harvard dating website idea. The
first agreement made was a 70 â€” 30 split between Mark Zuckerberg and Eduardo Saverin. When Sean
Parker entered the picture, the company was reincorporated and new corporate bylaws were written up. In
researching the real story behind the Facebook movie The Social Network, it was discovered that Saverin did
in fact freeze the bank account he had set up to pay the business expenses. Facebook co-founder Eduardo
Saverin. When investigating the Facebook true story, it was discovered that in December of , The Harvard
Crimson published an article that addressed accusations of animal cruelty as part of the Phoenix, S. Club
initiations, an organization which Saverin was involved in. No one has admitted or been charged with animal
cruelty. However, it is common knowledge that chickens are a part of the Phoenix initiation process, as
potential members have been seen carrying around chickens and taking them to classes in cages in prior years.
To get back at them, he convinced Zuckerberg to essentially throw a meeting. Aside from showing up late and
in pajamas, he proceeded to give a presentation on why Sequoia should not invest in their venture. Needless to
say, they never did. Researching The Social Network true story confirmed that a zip-line ran from the chimney
of their rented house at La Jennifer Way to a telephone pole across from the pool. The chimney was damaged
in the process. After the corporation was restructured and Facebook gained more investors, his Did Mark
work with Napster co-founder Sean Parker? Sean Parker actively sought out Mark Zuckerberg and e-mailed
him. Eduardo Saverin responded to the email and they arranged for a meeting in New York at an upscale
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Chinese restaurant in Tribeca called Parker picked up the tab despite it breaking his bank. However, the two
lost touch. Two months later when they unexpectedly met on the streets of Palo Alto, Mark invited Sean to
move into the house with them and soon after he was considered president of the company. Parker called his
friend Reid Hoffman, the founder of LinkedIn and tried to get him to invest. During our exploration of the
Facebook true story, we discovered that in August , Sean Parker was arrested for felony possession of cocaine
in North Carolina at a house party he was throwing for some new beach friends. Despite being arrested, he
was never formerly charged. After pressure from board members, he voluntarily resigned from Facebook. In
early , the ConnectU vs. They later contended that the stock valuation presented was incorrect, The
Winklevoss twins went on to compete in the Olympics. It was ruled that they had adequate representation
during the case and it was not reopened. What do other former Facebook employees think of The Social
Network movie? He was feeling very angry. It was a little more boring and quotidian than that. In , he is
launching Jumo. Eduardo Saverin settled his lawsuit against Facebook in for an undisclosed amount and was
again listed as a co-founder on the site. Sean Parker resigned in late after his arrest. In he co-founded Causes, a
site where anyone can create an advocacy group and post related information or fundraise. Most recently he
has been linked to Chatroulette. Divya Narendra went on to co-found SumZero. Tyler finished in and
Cameron in Cameron is now the publisher for GuestofaGuest. The Social Network trailer music is a cover of
the song "Creep", origninally recorded by the band Radiohead. The classically trained Kolacny brothers lead
the choir, with Stijn Kolacny conducting and Steven Kolacny on piano. The choir has turned into an
international sensation, as the result of both creating their own music and performing stellar covers of
Radiohead, U2, Rammstein, Red Hot Chili Peppers and Nirvana, to name a few.
Chapter 3 : The Social Network - Wikipedia
Connected: The Surprising Power of Our Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives -- How Your Friends' Friends'
Friends Affect Everything You Feel, Think, and Do Jan 12, by Nicholas A. Christakis and James H. Fowler.

Chapter 4 : Social Network Analysis - John Scott - Google Books
Harvard student Mark Zuckerberg creates the social networking site that would become known as Facebook, but is later
sued by two brothers who claimed he stole their idea, and the co-founder who was later squeezed out of the business.

Chapter 5 : The Social Network () - Plot Summary - IMDb
"In Friendster's wake, a throng of social networking sites blossomed in San Francisco attempting to duplicate its appeal.
Each tackled the idea of connecting people in a slightly different way.

Chapter 6 : Top 10 Networking Books for Your Career Success
Network Marketing: The Complete Guide On How to Create a Profitable Network Marketing Business Using Online
Strategies and Techniques (Learn Proven Online and Social Media Techniques That Will Propel.

Chapter 7 : Social Networking Books
Leaked draft of The Social Network, a movie based loosely on Ben Mezrich's book, The Accidental Billionaires: The
Founding of Facebook A Tale of Sex, Money, Genius and Betrayal. The movie was released in October, To ask other
readers questions about The Social Network - screenplay, please sign.

Chapter 8 : The Social Network - screenplay by Aaron Sorkin
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The Social Network () - You're Breaking Up With Me? Scene (1/10) | Movieclips The Social Network was based on the
book The Accidental Billionaires by Ben Mezrich. CREDITS.

Chapter 9 : Justin Timberlake - "The Social Network" - Pictures - CBS News
David Fincher's The Social Network is the stunning tale of a new breed of cultural insurgent: a punk genius who sparked
a revolution and changed the face of human interaction for a generation, and.
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